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Resonance

Time-resoJved MEW investigations of a well-charwtirk?.ed suite of cross-linked polymers
have yielded information on the nature of the solvent transport dy-namim and mechanical
relaxation of the nerworks. Network response parameter’s were thtm wed to assess the
macroscopic properties ad cross-link densities of polymers with the degree of curing. T~%
new approach is presently be-mgdeveloped to ehmidati the complex macromolecular nature
ofc.mh and the variation with coal rank.
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INTRcMN..JmQN
The overall goal of our NMR sp&roscupy and imaging program at Argonneis tQ provide
hnth quantitative ad spatially resolved mi’ormationon the chemicalandphysicalproperties
of coals. Understanding coal structure in relntion to coal reaodvity is of utmost signiflmrwe
to the IWore utilization and carbon management concerns of this important rescmrc%as well
U$being fmlamental to new concepts of energy production and storage. Research carried out
in our laboratory over the past several years has focused largely on ehxidatin.g the physical
structure of coak one “mportant physical property profoundly inilucrwing coal reactivity is
the three-dimensional network structure because of its rckwarwe to propefias such as cmxs-
Iinkdemity ia relation to cod depolyme.rization.

lngre$s of solvents into polymers and coals !uMbeen studkd in the ~ by tfatitionid
volumetric or gravimetxic methods, vvbjchallow only for indirect observauan of the swelling
prucess. Dining tbe past several years, we have adopted IvIRMmethods for imaging of the
protons in a solvenb to obtain 2D images and ID concentration protlkx, from which
fundamental ss~cts of ti transport mechanism dm”ng the swelling process cm be measured
quantitatively’ . Tbe aim of this work ultimately is to utilize solvent and network response
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parameters obtained by hlRM to amss fundamental properties of the mammokcular system
under investigation. Polymer and coal samples have been studied to date.

Earlier work in our ~dbwam~ has demonstratedthat Fickian and case II diffusion represent
the two extremes of solvent tmnsport. Fickian transport is characterized by a gradwd solvent
profile whose concentration kmeasea as the square mot of time, and wkm he physical state
of the polymer changes slowly compared to the speed of solvent ingress. By contrmt, me II
transport is ch.aracterimd by a $harp tint moving linearly with time, for which nemork
relaxation occurs on a time wale that is fast compared to the diffirsionproew. Onr previous
work4has shown hdt tie change in the physical We of the p@nmr is ~idy modeled w a
glass-to-rubber OWMMOJI.However, many polymer systems exhibit anwnakms behavior. AS
in case lT transpuz the solvent modifks the state of the polymer; however, Ws occurs on a
time scale comparable to the diffusion process.

Our recznt in SW MRM studies show direct evidence for the bitter process. To perform the-se
measurements, we took advantage of “contrast” imaging protocols, using prmonated and
deuterat.edsoIvcnts, tind thereby observed physical changes in rubbw SSMpk$ imbibed with
solvent. Using contrast-imaging techniques, Le., employing diffusion weighting or T.
weighting, we were able to obtain additional infcmnatkm on the polymer nelwork directly.
We studied four cross-linked isobutylenw’pmethylstyrtm rubber samples and showed that
sevcraI NMR parametm eorrekzk directly with cross-link density.

.

RESULTS AND IXSCXJSSIOIV

Imaging ofl%tonated Solvent

Time-n%wlved imaging of cyclohexane penetration into the rubber samples suggested
anrnnalous swelling behavior. The region in the corder of the samples W* completely devoid
of solvent throughout the swelling process. A.lthougb the cyclobexane front retained UIE
orjg”nal object shape throughout the diffusion process, the solvent ffdnt wrLsnot eompletiy
sharp as would be expected for pure case II behav.ior-

ThEvelocily of the solvent front also correlated well with cross-link demity. The velocity of
the fro~t was greatest in samples with lower cross-link densi~. This result is expected h
light qf the diffusion coefficient measuremen~ which showed that cyclohexane diffusex
fuster m samples with a lower crew-link densily.

Altlwugb we attained reasonably good fits to the data with a linew fwction of position of the
solveat front (x) vs. time (t), this approach is only completely acomate in the case where the
swelling is purely cme IL In.stea@the data were fit to a generalizedfunction:

x= k+v”f, (1)

where k = constant and v = front veloeity. For tk entire suite of rubber~ the average wdue
calculated for exponent n riinged from 0.75-0.87, which imp?ied the dynamks of swelling
are intennediwe between Fickian (n=().5)“audcase II (n=l).

MRM imagw of ~yciohexane swelling of a rubber specimen are shown in Figure 1; a
diffusion fjlter wss applied prior to imaging for the images on the right. Because tb
diffmion coefficient of cyclohexane imbibed in the rubber is substanthlly less than in W
bulk, signal from bulk solvent is surpressd In the diffusion-weighted images, however,
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intensity of imbibed solvent is greatest just behind the solvrmtfront. This is in ccmrast m the
unfiitenxi images, where the signal intensity is approximately uniform throughout the
swollen part of the sample. Thus, there is a direct correlation between intensity of pixels in
the diffusion-weighted image and absolute magnitude of thE diffusion cuefficiem. B@ht
regions indicate solvent with (xmespondingly lower diffusion coefficient%
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Moreover, gradation in the difision coefficients are perceptible across the swolkn samples,
The effect is most clearly seen in the ID profiles. Because the diffusion coeft%ient is a
measure of mean fkm patk this distance is short for solvent molecules near the solvent front
and gradually increases with distance behind the front. This impJies that the polymer network
continues to expand wel I after fme spaces have been filled wiih solvem

Imaging in Deuterated Solvent “

By acquiring proton hages of the rubber sampIM during swelling in deuterated eyckihexane,
we were able tu observechanges in the polymer directiy. Conventional sqin-echo imaging
indicated thatthe greiitm~densily of polymer occurs n.e’arthe solvent llont. Behind the froIL
the density of po~ymrxgradually falls oft; CXM&Stentwith the results from d.iffiwion-weighted
inmging. Distributional T2 maps crwwd from the data show a gradation in T2 values with
the shortest T2’smxmrringnear the solvent front. This parameter reflects changes in polymer
chain motion, i.e., the frequency of chain rnLl~(Yn increases gradually from the solve~t front.

We also monitored the change m T2 vs. time for an area of polymer at a constant dkance
from the outside edge of the sample. The data fit welI to a simple exponential function. The
‘rote’of change in T2 for protons in the polymer correlates with cross-link density of the
rubbe~ the rate is sIower for sampleswith higher cross-link density- Final T2 values show
the same trend; samples with higher cross-linking have a lower fnal T2.
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Relation to Mechanical Models

We have shovm that solvent diffusion CtlefficianLsand p@Per Tz values parzdlel me
another, and hence rcfkzt the ~gmental motions of the polymer chains. These changes take

place on a time SC* comparable to the diffusion pmces ‘andare characterized by a single
rate ccnwtmt. &. this point it is tempting to try to find ‘analogiesbetween the swelling process
that we observe and the mechanical processes commonly measured in polymer systems’. We
tkaw analogy between changes h the rnoticmal correlation times of *E nemmk “andstrain
relaxation in W.nxs-studnexperiments.

In a Stress-strain experimen~ a constant mechanical stress is applied, and tie stml.n required
is measured. h a swelling experimen~ a constant osmotic stress is applied by the solvent
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at ml beyond the schent fmn~’and the segmental motion of the polymer chains iS measured.
ht both caseil the strain drxmases or relaxes oyer time. In the simple Msxwell mode~ the

relaxation rate is given by a single exponential As shown ti I%gwv2, network relaxation
rates measured by T2 ‘andfilon-we-~hted imaging decrease with higher cross-link density
of the polymer nemork

Prelimhry Stmiieson Coal

MRM iro.ag~sdepicting in situ .sweIJingof a selected specimen of Pittsburgh No. 8 @UWS4)
vhrain with pyridine are shown in F@re 3. The swelling behavkx of this coal is highly

anisotrapk, with the solvent tit moving fWt in a direction perpencWuJar to the bedding
plane. Diffusion of pryidine in this coal is purely csse II the solvent flont is extremely
sharp, moves at a constant velocity, is linear with time, and has an exponential factor close to
unity. Furthermore, bright regions are not observed near the solvent front m dHfusion-
weighted image$ suggesting thatnetwoilc relaxation is on a time scale much faster than
solvent diffusio~



I@re 3. ‘1’lme-resolwdMRM ofmelliog OFPittsburghNo. 8 tin in pm-dine.

Future Research

Unraveling the network architecture of CWJk fimdamentslly important to our understanding
of coal behavior and reactivity. We plan to perform an N&U?imaging study of the solvent
transport dynamics and nmcromoIecuku network nx+ponsein Argonne Premium coals. The
in.itisl step in this process will be to appraise the dynamic response faetnrs by conthwlrng ti
sysr.exmticstudy on the switeof three coals of different rank; these are Wyod& (APCS 2),
Pittsburgh No. 8 (APCS 4), and Upper F’reeport (APCS 1) coals. We alsu will r.xplore
thermodynamic aspects of solvent-salute irrkractions in these systems by monitming the
solvent and temperature dependence. Data obtained previously on a standard smite of
polymers will be used as tb~ model to det-meparameters tit can be used to axsess cross-link
densities of the coals.

Future work wilf attempt co compute strain rates from solvent front velocities and network
rdaxat.km ra~ assuming pore Newtoniin vismus behavior. To a first-order approx.inu~tion,
the twain rate can be related to the osmotic stress, i.e., the chemical potential of the solvent in
equilibrhm with the polymer, by applying Flmy%.ehncr (F-R) theory, from which
parameters such as the number averaged molecular weight between cmsslinh may be
e&irnate&

Assuming stress is purely osmotic m nature, a= II, it follows that for a Newtonian fluid@
,~tin rate

dti(lt = R.T/v,q ● h a= (2)
..

U.siugF-R theory we can dctmai.m Ii at VZ’,by defining the ohemical potential of a solvent
in equilibrium with the polymer,

hl ax= I,hl(l+2) -t-V2i-~ V2]+-[Z(v;n + Wm , (3)

mhfent terms cntrqic emstram-t

where Z = p v./ <M=>, p is the dry density of the polymer, v. is the molar volume of the
so!vent, ‘and <N& is the number averaged molecular weight between cross links. In
proceeding with this calculation, we have ta make nunmrcm Si.mpmg wwrnptims. Most
importantly, we must neglect ccmtrilmtionsfrom hydrogembonding equilibria to the chemical
potential, These should be most importaut in tie case of coals of low rank To approximate
rh&e interactions, we intend to consider hyd.rogpt bonding effeeus globally as part of the
interaction enthapy term, i.e., favorable interactions asociated with hydrogm bonding being



partial[y offset by unfavorable solvent-solute interwticms, thus yielding adjusted x values.
Seamdly, in otxier to mmpute tie osmotic pressure at Vz”, onc must assume that ~ is
imlcpendent of cuneentraticm. Although this IScertairily not tree, it is unlikely that x wii
vary significantly wii.h concentration. Moreover, the third Errn in equation 5 should not
significantly affect 11,

Althrmgh the treatment and arialysis of MRM strain data is approximate, SUQIIsn
3

Oath
dcm hold promise for assessing macromolecular .stmctureparameters of coal, thus iug to
our growing understanding of coal mructurelreactivity properties.
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